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Introduction:
This paper will adopt the lens of critical theory to understand how internal and external tensions appear in the commoditization of meditation through its mediation in the culture industry and science. I will use critical theory to argue that meditation is defined by a repressive rationality functioning within Happy Consciousness and scientific operationalism. Finally, I will offer hopeful remarks about the future of contemplative studies by offering a unity of theory and praxis that attempts to transcend the social context in which meditation is currently thought and practiced.

Happy Consciousness
The pursuit of happiness has become the abiding ideology of our time. It is a collective dream that captures our imagination, a shared fantasy that transforms our “desires and anxieties into socially-defined structures of thought.” However, Happy Consciousness is distinguished from genuine wellbeing, because it defines individual happiness and productive development as values to be realized in a repressive society. Individuals confront one another as “commander and commanded,” always looking inward and blaming themselves for the cause of their own suffering. The progress of civilization depends upon this “introversion of sacrifice” in an economy where “the commandment to ‘be happy’ amounts to a form of insidious social control.”

Today, the cult of positive psychology says you can be whoever you want to be, and it’s your own fault if you're not happy. Its “systematic promotion of positive thinking and doing” creates an affirmative culture that negates anything outside one-dimensional thought and behavior. As Herbert Marcuse says, “The Pleasure Principle absorbs the Reality Principle,” and our happiness becomes “deprived of the claims which are irreconcilable with the established society.” Happy Consciousness opposes political engagement and deep thinking. It pursues happiness individually and disregards collective suffering in favor of an atomistic view of mental health and bodily well-being.
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In the media, the culture industry enforces conformism through ever more effective means.\textsuperscript{11} It provides us with one-dimensional images of a happy life that translate unconscious fantasies into socially accepted realities. Its images and metaphors produce false needs that are “products of a society whose dominant interest demands repression.”\textsuperscript{12} The media persuades individuals to identify the satisfaction of their unconscious desires with these false needs, and since people associate personal gratification with the satisfaction of false needs, they also identify their personal wellbeing with the wellbeing of the one-dimensional society.

As a result, individual wellbeing comes to serve productive development, as people “identify themselves with the existence which is imposed upon them” and “the ‘false consciousness’ of their rationality becomes the true consciousness.”\textsuperscript{13} People forfeit genuine happiness for its false advertisement, and they seek enjoyment in mass diversions that defuse their discontent and sublimate their libidinal drives, while heightening their sense of guilt\textsuperscript{14} and enforcing their obedience to the social totality.\textsuperscript{15} Happy Consciousness thus “generates submission and weakens the rationality of protest”\textsuperscript{16} by offering to satisfy the desires which it creates and with which people come to identify in their own wellbeing.\textsuperscript{17}

**Happy Myths in the Science of Meditation**

In the *Dialectic of Enlightenment*, Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno say that “Relief is provided by the dire conventicles and panaceas which put on scientific airs while cutting off thought.”\textsuperscript{18} In today’s ‘mindful moment,’ the culture industry offers meditation as the preferred cure-all for business elites and soccer moms alike. It has become “integrated into work and public relations” through a process of “institutionalized desublimation” that “made [meditation] more susceptible to (controlled) satisfaction.”\textsuperscript{19} The “transcending factors” of Buddhist enlightenment have been removed through their scientific quantification and operationalization, so that meditation could be re-packaged and sold in an economy of approved desires, sublimating libidinal drives into pacified moments of mindful sex, mindful eating, and mindful parenting.

Framed through Marx and Freud, mindfulness may be viewed as a secular religion sublimating the sigh of the oppressed into an opiate for raising Happy Consciousness. As long as mindfulness is defined as “moment-to-moment, non-judgmental awareness,”\textsuperscript{20} it becomes a kind of “privatized spirituality,” resulting in “a ‘spiritually correct’ form of passivity, quietism and dissociation from societal malaise.”\textsuperscript{21} It places the responsibility of stress on the individual, “focuses the attention ‘inward,’ and situates the causes of suffering in reactivity rather than material conditions.”\textsuperscript{22}
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Today’s culture industry spreads false consciousness in the images of Time magazine’s beautiful, white blonde ‘Mindfulness Revolution,’ and it sells mindfulness “both as a product and as a source of almost endless product spinoffs” in schools, prisons, the military, high-level sports, corporations, and healthcare industries. This dramatic growth in the popularity of mindfulness has largely been legitimized by a parallel growth in the science of mindfulness. The number of research papers on mindfulness grew from 12 articles in 1990 to 3,403 articles by the end of November, 2014—1,000 of which were published in the last two years. Since 1979, the mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR) program created by Jon Kabat-Zinn at the University of Massachusetts has treated more than 20,000 patients, certified 1,000 mindfulness instructors, and spread “programs in about 720 medical settings in more than 30 countries.” Yet the public’s enthusiasm for mindfulness has largely outpaced scientific evidence and promises about the efficacy of mindfulness are based more on faith in science than on the science itself.

Instead, the explosion of factual information on mindfulness has been framed by popular myths expressing the images and metaphors of Happy Consciousness, and the science of meditation has been constrained in its development to serve those myths. According to Herbert Marcuse, the methodology used to investigate science is essentially locked in an ideological framework that excludes “the unrealistic excess of meaning” beyond a specific “range of judgement” within which “the established society validates and invalidates propositions.” The science of meditation similarly follows “a logical mimesis which formulates the laws of thought in protective accord with the laws of society.” Its investigation thus becomes “circular and self-validating,” such that it will never allow transcendence of the established reality, because “the system is posited as the thing itself.”

In other words, the science of meditation encourages one-dimensional thought and behavior, because it restricts meditation to “the representation of particular operations and behavior” within Happy Consciousness. The Enlightenment’s demystification of religion reappears in science’s own myth-making project to establish a universal, materialistic basis for translating meditation into a set of operational values that fit within the rationality of the established society. The traditional meaning and value of meditation in religious contexts is relegated to the subjective dimensions of the unscientific past, and the new operational values reduce meditation to its commodity exchange value.

Consequently, meditation forfeits “the greater part of its truth” in its transformation from higher culture to material culture. It becomes “religion and philosophy with commercials” - a lowest common denominator whose “modes of protest and
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transcendence are no longer contradictory to the status quo.”36 Finally, its containment within a fixed frame of scientific quantification and analysis “assumes a political function,” in so far as the “therapeutic character of the operational concept” constrains conceptual thought and dictates the improvement of existing social conditions within a repressive society.37

Under these circumstances, the administration of popular 8-week meditation programs for stress-reduction and labor productivity conquers the subversive and transcendent aspects of meditation in alternative contexts. In One-Dimensional Man, Marcuse had already lamented that Zen was “quickly digested by the status quo as part of its healthy diet.”38 Scientifically, the practical import of modern meditation has been safeguarded by research agencies, which only fund projects that “develop hypotheses around the effects of meditation…that promise to deliver the answers we want to hear.”39 This limited view of meditation was likely promulgated by Buddhist leaders as much as Western scientists, because the consensus between Buddhists and scientists was historically productive—it allowed Buddhism to spread in a modern, secular, and scientific context by appearing positive, non-threatening, and compatible with Western culture.

Today, however, small pockets of gen-Y and gen-X Buddhists are beginning to reject the grand narrative that meditation is a supreme good. For example, a new study led by Willoughby Britton, called “The Varieties of Contemplative Experience,” maps the spectrum of meditative experiences across religious traditions in a way that deconstructs modern myths about meditation’s purported social value. The study’s preliminary findings indicate that practitioners experience significant moments of distress during meditation. Classical Buddhist texts in the vipassana tradition have long recognized that challenges may be a sign of progress during stages, called the dukkha ṃanasa, where distress is a “natural response to the layer of mind being exposed.”40 Until now, however, the Buddhist contextual understanding of meditation has been systematically removed so that science could operationalize meditation in terms of socially beneficial outcomes confined to its own myth of progress within the Happy Consciousness.

The neurological proofs of meditation’s benefits have thus encouraged one-dimensional “means-to-an-end thinking” which disregard that Buddhist meditation was intended to be “subversive and deconstructive of all the reasons that initially brought us to it.”41 In the Buddhist context, meditation is a portal to awakening through the understanding of deep suffering, but in today’s ‘mindful moment,’ it provides relief from suffering in a way that cuts off critical thought and critical action. Through a series of reductions, science removed the transcendent elements of meditation in order to “better understand its essence,” but in relegating religion to the subjective domain, the established rationality negates meditation’s capacity to subvert the repressive social values which come to define it. As Linda Heuman says, we “reinforce the very things that are problematic about ourselves and our society that the teachings are meant to subvert.”42 Enlightened rationality thus transforms a liberating practice into a tool for our oppression.
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Restoring Transcendence to Meditation

Through the course of modernity, the Enlightenment’s disenchantment of the world (die Entzauberung der Welt) demystified experiences of the unscientific past and in their place, reified the mythical traces of mathematical thinking\(^{43}\) as the only form of valid knowledge.\(^{44}\) Mathematical equations asserted their own transcendent truth in a Platonic realm separate from the world of language and representation. As a result, the natural sciences became the proper domain of a one-dimensional reality, guarded by mathematical realism and logical positivism.

Recently, the Academy has invited the natural sciences to legitimize all fields of study to save itself from the death of intellectual traditions and the crisis of faith in the humanities.\(^{45}\) The imperialism of neuroscience has taken over traditions in the humanities which had formerly resisted the repressive onslaught of scientific quantification. Every discipline has been re-imagined as a neuro-discipline. The transcendent impulses of higher culture, implicit within ethics, aesthetics, music, and theology have been recast as elements of material culture in the advent of neuro-ethics, neuro-aesthetics, neuro-musicology, and neuro-theology.

Likewise, the predominance of neurobiology in contemplative studies exhibits the repressive traces of this new imperialism, as it removed transcendence from Buddhist meditation so that practical values could be imported into mindfulness. As public enthusiasm for meditation has outpaced the development of its science, neuro-mania has also captured the public’s attention in such a way that “explanations with logically irrelevant neuroscience information were more satisfying than explanations without.”\(^{46}\) The neuroscience of meditation has achieved mythic status.

But as New York Time columnist Adam Frank says, “The deployment of new technologies tends to create their own realities and values.” He warns that “If we treat minds like meat-computers, we may end up in a world where that’s the only aspect of their nature we perceive or value.”\(^{47}\) In order to restore transcendence to meditation, contemplative studies must transcend the repressive context in which meditation is quantifiably and objectively fixed to specific social functions.

The recent incorporation of phenomenology into contemplative studies may provide avenues for transcending that context by inviting religious symbolism and subjective experience back into conversation with scientific methodology. As Marcuse warned, “science establishes a field of knowledge that could not transform its own internal logic of universals and quantified identities, because it excludes that one element of reality that changes”—namely, subjective experience. At the very least, phenomenology offers contemplative studies one way to broaden its evaluation of meditation beyond cold, objective rationality.

However, as long as the major funding agencies in contemplative studies (NIH and Mind and Life) continue to preferentially sponsor projects in the neurosciences, then industrial production techniques will continue to dominate scholarly activities and efforts to incorporate values, meaning, and purpose through phenomenological lenses will
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succumb to the mimetic impulse as the emasculated byproducts of a ‘neuro-
phenomenology.’ Max Horkheimer already noticed phenomenology’s submission to the
dominant rationality when he said, “the so-called human studies (Geisteswissen-
csMffen) have had but a fluctuating market value and must try to imitate the more prosperous natural
sciences whose practical value is beyond question.”49 Today, Mind and Life awards a dozen
grants each year for projects in contemplative studies, but only one grant is awarded to a
project in the humanities, and only then is it awarded if the project is considered
methodologically rigorous, which typically requires the incorporation of social science
methodologies.50 Clearly, contemplative studies is dominated by the so-called hard
sciences.

**Philosophical Flights of Transcendence**

So far, I have argued that the science of meditation has established fixed categories
of thought and behavior according to the dominant rationality, so that the ‘‘conquest of
transcendence’ achieved by the one-dimensional society’’51 will specifically allow it to
market meditation as a palliative for raising Happy Consciousness. In the remainder of this
paper, I will explore how contemplative studies may critically engage philosophy to restore
the transcendent dimensions of meditation by integrating theory and praxis into a new
scientific-technological rationality.

As Horkheimer and Adorno lamented, “practically fruitful scientific enterprises call
for an unimpaired capacity for definition, for shutting down thought at a point designated
by social need.”52 The separation of philosophy from science was a historic anomaly that
allowed science to operate in this way without being challenged by deep conceptual
thought. As Daniel Dennett says, however, “There is no such thing as philosophy-free
science, just science that has been conducted without any consideration of its underlying
assumptions.”53 Ulterior to the need for alternative qualitative methodologies like
phenomenology, contemplative studies requires philosophic flights of conceptual thought
(and feeling) to transcend meditation’s fixed operational context.

Generally speaking, the critical importance of philosophy is to obstruct one-
dimensional thought by restoring reason to a closed philosophical system. “The greatest
failing of the Enlightenment,” according to critical theory, was “its systematic elimination
of negation from language.”54 As long as science continues to separate the subjective and
objective domains of knowledge, philosophy must be “driven by the principle of negation
to attempt to salvage relative truths from the wreckage of false ultimates.”55 It must reside
“in the ‘force field’ between subject and object”56 and it must “strive, by way of the concept,
to transcend the concept.”57

In order to transcend one-dimensional thinking, contemplative studies should
employ philosophic reasoning to negate “the functionalized, abridged and unified
language” that identifies meditation with its function as more real than meditation itself.58
The reification of meditation through the extension of images, either scientific or cultural,
contains within it the repression of conceptual thought. The principle of negation which is
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the proper function of both philosophy and meditation must be restored to liberate contemplative studies from its servitude within the Happy Consciousness.

Practically speaking, the meditative experience should be reinterpreted through critical philosophical reflections on the relevance of traditional Buddhism in contemporary contexts. The 2014 Buddhism and Cognitive Science conference in Berkeley, California initiated one of the most serious discussions on the importance of philosophy for contemplative studies. To succeed in this endeavor, contemplative studies must also respond to Laurie Zoloth’s recent exhortation at the 2014 American Academy of Religion by implementing its own “holistic thinking, multidisciplinary education and cross-cultural communications,” so that scholarly activities are not contained by disciplinary boundaries that produce an “intellectual division of labor” and extreme hyper-specialization. In this way, contemplative studies may also benefit from its engagement with critical theory, which builds an “inter-disciplinary, critical and philosophically informed social research” program that attempts to liberate reason “from the church of positivism and the theology of the market.”

The Qualitative Break

As it becomes a greater part of contemplative studies, philosophy can introduce values, meaning, and purpose back into scientific methodology. The fixed conceptual framework within which positivism defined meditation in terms of its socially acceptable functions was in large part the result of “the abdication of reflection… the absolutizing of ‘facts’ and the reification of the existing order,” following “the positivists’ pretension to have disentangles facts from values.” Science cannot escape particular value orientations, just as it cannot escape philosophy.

In reality, scientific-technical rationality only separated values out from the objective reality by regarding them as subjective in nature. As Eduardo Mendieta said, “positivism contributed to concealing the way in which science and technology are informed by values,” but because “the quantification of nature… separated the true from the good, science from ethics,” values ultimately became subjective, non-threatening moral and religious ideals, whose “concrete, critical content evaporates into the ethical or metaphysical atmosphere.”

The instrumentalization of meditation is a product of contemplative science, not because of its imposing any positive or negative value, but because its value-neutrality establishes an a priori “formalization and functionalization” of meditation for the purposes of social control. The “internal instrumentalist character of this scientific rationality” is what Marcuse calls “the Logos of technics” by which “the liberating force of technology - the instrumentalization of things - turns into a fetter of liberation; the instrumentalization of man.”
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containment,”72 and yet the great contradiction of any qualitative break with the past “involves a change in the technical basis on which this society rests.”73 The cherished unity of theory and praxis does not appear as a complete negation of science, a return to traditional values, or even a dialogue between science and religion. In the final analysis, theory and praxis may be united by “the translation of values into technical tasks—the materialization” or “quantification of values.”74

As Marcuse argues, society must adjust (rather than transcend) scientific-technological rationality through the reconstruction of “the technical base” of science, because it still depends on this base to free us from poverty and toil.75 The incorporation of values and the integration of philosophy into science can provide the critical theory-praxis whereby Enlightened-rationality comes to complete satisfaction and breaks through itself. In the conclusion of One-Dimensional Man, Marcuse states that the value-neutrality of science and technology becomes “a historical phase which is being surpassed by its own achievements,” at the moment in which “formerly metaphysical ideas of liberation may become the proper object of science.”76 Positivism has always maintained its dominance in the current social order by specifically separating facts from values and by “invalidating the cherished images of transcendence by incorporating them into its omnipresent daily reality.”77 Now, the transcendent dimensions of experience which are part of the irrational, unscientific past may be part of a new scientific-technological rationality through the quantification of values and purpose.

Fortunately, the new rationality is slowly being applied to the contemplative sciences in recent work on the quantification of ethical values and transcendence. For instance, Tania Singer and colleagues are using empirical research on pro-social behavior to redefine standard economic calculus beyond the rationality of self-interested individuals.78 The Dalai Lama’s desire to scientifically validate and spread a secular ethics has inspired programs like Call to Care, which teach children social-emotional competence, while organizations like the Nalanda Institute for Contemplative Science are dedicated to providing a comprehensive education on the science of meditation oriented toward liberation. Within the scientific community, Jared Lindahl has proposed that scientists, scholars, practitioners, and clinicians all “work together to operationalize candidate theories” on traditional mindfulness from Buddhist theory and practice,79 and Dave Vago has begun to re-imagine the science of meditation so that it validates self-transcendence80 and enlightenment.81 On his website, Vago says that the operationalization of mindfulness must “consider the historical and cultural context from which the term arises and [it must] clearly distinguish it from common, everyday usage, and from secular descriptions of psychological constructs that are often conflated with mindfulness.”82
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The intent of these projects is to prevent the systematic removal of meditation’s truth content in its transformation from higher culture to material culture. If contemplative studies follows Horkheimer’s repeated assertion that the truth is derived from “whatever fosters social change in the direction of a rational society,” then perhaps the contemplative sciences will not ignore their own social role. If it is successful, the translation of meditation’s subjective and symbolic meaning can help establish meditation as a practice of pure negation - one which supports greater well-being through a perpetual upsetting of the Happy Consciousness.
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